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THE BEGINNING 

 
The Eltham and Environs Walking Group, EEWG, had its origins in the early 1990s.  
Under the auspices of Eltham Living & Learning Centre, walks were organised on 

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. There were about 30 walks, mostly departing 

from the Centre or within the Shire. Each walk had two leaders recording attendance,  

carrying the first aid kit and, when available, the mobile phone. 

 

Denise Oldroyd joined in about 1993, she led Wednesdays and Fridays, rarely  

missing and with Rusty, her dog, was closely identified with the group.  Denise 

shared leadership with others including Ann Murphy, Cheryl Healy, Pamela Copley 

and Alice Ley. The Wednesday and Friday walkers became a close-knit group and 

many friendships developed.  

 

Most members of the Monday group, with leaders Maureen Adkins and Barbara  
Whitfield did not join EEWG. They continued to walk with the Living & Learning  

Centre.  

 

In 1999, the Centre decided to make some significant changes, including:   
 a dramatic increase in the membership fee to $136 a year; 

 specification of which days were to be walked with changes only allowed when 

permission was sought 

 a requirement that walkers who were going to miss several weeks not be  
allowed part-payment of fees 

 a stipulation that schedules of walks not be shared with walkers 
 

 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There was much dissatisfaction among the group. The order of events is not  

completely clear, but from notes it seems that the walkers were asked to put their 

complaints in writing and representatives had to attend a meeting of the Advisory 

Committee. Denise and Ann Murphy attended. It was made clear Council would not 

agree to changes, and walkers were shocked to learn that dogs would no longer be 

allowed on walks. The only dog that had been on walks regularly was Rusty. Denise 

and Rusty were integral members of the Group, and most of the long-term members 

could not imagine the walking group without them. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1999 Walkers Cheryl, Ruth, 
Judi, Cynthia, Betty, Fran, 
Denise, Pamela, Jenny, 
Nancy, Bev, Jill Gail and 
one walker not identified. 

 

 

 

Rusty (annoyed that he 
wasn’t included) 
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After discussions, Jill Nicholls wrote seeking reconsideration in relation to dogs. 
The reply: 

“An owner can only bring a dog if stringent conditions were met. These are: that the dog must 

be on a lead; it must be well behaved; must not interfere with any other member of the Group; 

and it must be able to do the whole walk easily …” 
 
Jill had a follow-up meeting to explain the issues, but without success. 
 
There were many conversations in the Wednesday and Friday groups about 
what should be done but the general feeling was that most walkers, including 
Denise, would seriously consider setting up independently of the Centre. 
 
In late January 2000 before the term began, Jill rang every Wednesday and 
Friday walker and asked that they defer enrolling and meet in Alistair Knox 
Park on the following Wednesday to consider separating from the Living & 
Learning Centre. Everyone turned up.  
 
This was the birth of the current walking group.  
                                
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Early 2000’s 
Denise Oldroyd, Maureen Adkins,  
Pamela Copley 
Joan Valance, Alma Charles,  
Cynthia Graham. 
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EEWG - OUR FORMATION 

 
In January 2000, 28 walkers formed the new walking group. It was unnamed, 

and members determined it would be loosely organised with no leaders and 

no formal meetings. Two get-togethers a year would draw up the walk  
schedule for Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. For the most part, walks 

were of one and a half to two hours duration and 6 to 9kms in length. Anyone 

wanting to help could attend the get-togethers and have their input. Fees were 

set at $2 a year. The first recorded meeting of the planning group appears to 

have been in December 2001. 

 

EEWG Foundation Members: 

 

Betty Bianco 

Karen Brigham 

Silvana Canil 

Alma Charles 

Pamela Copley 

Eda De Spirt 

Helen Devlin 

Anne Elsum 

Gail Evans 

Joan Horsfall  

Nancy La Motte 

Betty Leach 

Alice Ley 

Wendy McEvoy 

 

Ann Murphy 

Jill Nicholls 

Denise Oldroyd 

Susan Peterson 

Fran Plunkett 

Margaret Pozzebon 

Jo Rendall 

Ruth Seidler 

Helen Smale 

Vera Snelders 

Tony Stutterd 

Bernice Thiel 

Joan Vallance 

Hazel Watters

EEWG Foundation Members who are members in 2020: 
 

Pamela Copley 
Helen Devlin 
Anne Elsum 
Nancy La Motte 
Wendy McEvoy 
Ann Murphy 

Jill Nicholls 
Jo Rendall 
Ruth Seidler 
Vera Snelders 
Tony Stutterd 
Bernice Thiel 

 
Refer to Appendix 1 for the list of members, current and past. 

By 2002, change was in the air. Increasingly, media reported clubs and volunteer 

groups were liable if someone was injured. Until 2002, no-one had considered the 

question of insurance, there having been only one accident in 10 years. In July 2002  

Barbara Kidgell had an accident while walking with the group in Warrandyte State 

Park, seriously injuring her leg. This encouraged the group to hasten their investigation 

of the possible legal repercussions. 
 
Tony Stutterd spoke to friends in similar organisations, who advised that informal 

groups such as ours could be liable. Eda sought legal advice, including from Legal Aid. 

No reassurance could alleviate the risk of the possibility of being sued. Approaching 

the Federation of Victorian Walking Clubs (VicWalk), which offered policies covering 

both public liability and personal accident insurance, was the best course of action. 
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To become a member of the Federation (later Bushwalking Victoria), the group had to 

become more formally organised. For instance, a meeting must be held, with a motion 

agreeing to affiliation with the Federation. As well, minutes of meetings needed to be 

kept, and a list of elected office bearers and rules of the group needed to be forwarded 

to VicWalk. To that point there had been no minutes, no office bearers and no recorded 
rules! 
 
On 31 July 2002 at the cafe in Westerfolds Park, two meetings were held. Jill Nicholls 

called and chaired a preliminary meeting, focusing on changes that needed to be made 

if the group was to come under the auspices of VicWalk. Jill talked the group through 

the proposed objectives and rules, to ensure all members understood what was  

required, and to establish agreement to proceed. Many members were concerned the 

group might become too formal. Over the course of the meeting, the rules and  

objectives were established, and the meeting closed. 
 
The inaugural meeting of the Eltham and Environs Walking Group (EEWG) followed 

immediately. The name was suggested by Jill a little tongue-in-cheek, as she was very 

much aware of living in the “environs” and was expecting to be howled down for that 

tongue twister. However, no-one commented, so the name remains to this day. Refer 
to Appendix 2 for the minutes of these meetings. 
 
Vera Snelders was elected president, Eda De Spirt, secretary, and Anne Elsum, 

treasurer. With no precedents to guide her, Vera established a framework for  

meetings such that rules were hammered out, the appropriate motions passed, and 

an application for membership sent to the Federation of Victorian Walking Clubs  

(Vic Walk) Inc. Formal membership was granted on 6 August 2002. 

 

Formally organised in 2002, over the ensuing 18 years EEWG has held annual general 

meetings and two planning meetings each year, elected office bearers, and worked 

within a set of rules required by VicWalk. Importantly, Incorporation was granted on  

19 December 2002. It was a smooth transition from dependence on the Living &  

Learning Centre, to independence. EEWG remains a happy and successful group. 

 

28 foundation members created the earliest days of EEWG. In the years between 2002 

and 2012, numbers were remarkably stable, such that by August 2012 membership 

had grown to just 38. The big change came in 2013 with numbers swelling to 54, in 

2015 this became 62, in 2016 it was 75 and now in 2020 EEWG has more than 100 

members.  

 

Perhaps one of EEWG’s proudest statistics is that of our 28 foundation members from 

2000, 12 of those members continue to participate in the group in 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helen Fine, Alice Ley,  
Vera Snelders 
Walhalla, 2006 
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EEWG – OUR WALKS 
 

In 2000, the Group started with 30 walks, then in 2001/02, Pamela Copley obtained 

a list from the Living & Learning Centre with an additional 16 walks. These walks 

formed the program in the first 12 to 18 months. 

 

Initially EEWG walks program was developed at planning meetings in members’ 

homes, then typed and distributed. Distribution occurred at walks, and programs 

were also mailed to members. In 2003, at Tony Stutterd’s suggestion, it was  

decided that the program should include more detailed descriptions, length, the  

terrain, possible coffee locations and toilet stops. Tony also suggested a small 

committee to be responsible for preparation and distribution of the program.  

A man before his time, his suggestion was not initially supported.  

 

From November 2002, the meetings were formalised and the Planning meeting was 

minuted. In 2016, this meeting became the Special General meeting (with minutes) 

and the pre-planning was done at a prior meeting, now called the  

Planning meeting (without minutes). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The weekly walking program (The Schedule)  
 
In 2000 the program was divided by days (Monday, Wednesday and Friday). Each 
day had the date, title of walk and sometimes a Melway reference. 
Over time, some programs included eateries, more details about the walk, and from 
2003 each walk had a number (1M to 32M, 1E to 34E, 1L to 4L). 2008 was the start 
of the additional information page. From 2015 the program, now called The Schedule 
was presented as an Excel spreadsheet. Roger Clifford developed the new  
numbering system and Walks Database started in 2016. He continues to manage 
this database. 
 

In 2020 the schedule includes for each walk, the day, date, walk number, type, title, 
distance, surface and steepness rating, carpooling location, carpool and start of walk 
time, fire rating and a Melway reference. 
 
Some of the schedules can be found in Appendix 3. 
  

Bundy’s track (number 159) – our favourite walk!! 
 
It would have been after the rains that followed the 2009 fires, maybe 2011. The bushes, trees 
and grasses were growing. Helen Fine, Tony Stutterd and myself were out walking. 
 
The walk up to Mt Everard was straightforward.  
We began the downward track. At first we saw the track easily. It began to disappear but we kept 
following before it disappeared completely. 
Helen and I thought it went slightly left. Tony suggested straight ahead. We walked to the left, 
occasionally following a track. We eventually came to an area where we could see ahead clearly 
- and were nowhere near the correct track. We should have trusted Tony’s good sense of direc-
tion.  
The flowers were beautiful and we enjoyed the scenery.  
Tony led us to the right and we slowly worked our way toward the Old Kinglake Road. We came 
out further up the road than usual.  
 
It was a few years before we tried it again! 
      A memory from Pamela Copley 
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Development of new walks 
 
Right from the beginning new walks were being trialed on a convenient walk day and 
modified until they were accepted by the members for inclusion in the program. With 
Tony Stutterd leading the way, a small number of members (mainly using the 
Melway) provided ideas for the development of possible new walks. 
 
From 2006 to 2013, Tony represented EEWG on the Nillumbik Shire Council  
Recreation Trails Advisory Committee. It was through this group, particularly the 
horse riders, that he learnt about various trails that would be worth considering. 
 
In May 2007 an Exploratory Walk group was established. The new walks were tested 
on a Monday once a month. The regular Monday walkers really enjoyed the  
opportunity of exploring new trails. Monday walks were considered the ‘difficult’ 
walks. 
 
In 2015 there was interest from other members in having an opportunity to do one of 
the exploratory walks on other days. Scheduling changed to rotate exploratory walks 
through various days.  
 
As most of these new walks are rated as moderate, Ian Burns and Vera Snelders 
have been concentrating on establishing new easy walks.  
 
The development of a new walk takes time, dedication and attention to detail. The 
members who have been involved are to be commended for their work. The walking 
program provides an enormous variety of walks and locations, appreciated by  
members.  
 
EEWG started with a walking list of 30, this list has grown to 202 walks. The  
current list includes 63 Easy, 21 Easy Alternative, 91 Moderate and 7 Long walks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Lerderderg Gorge 2009 
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Detailed Walks Document 
 

In 2000 descriptions of walks were held by various members in a mixture of  
hand written notes, typed information and annotated maps. 
 
In about 2003 a numeric ordered list of walks with basic details was created,  
photocopied and handed out to members. Over time, this list and it’s detailed  
descriptions developed. 
 
In May 2010 a sub-committee was formed to review all the walk titles, starting points, 
maps, grades etc. In August 2010 while a group of members were away in Eungella 
National Park, Queensland, Tony Stutterd and Gail Pensini spent some wet weather 
time working on the descriptions. 
 
By 2011, with the help of all members, detailed descriptions of 98 walks had been  
developed. 
 
From 2010 to 2015 a style evolved and the document was refined to be the  
document that it is today. 
 
From 2012 the Detailed Walks document was made available on the Group’s  
website. Then from 2016 the Detailed Walks document was re-published by Ian 
Burns in a new format for the website. Initially the full document with all walks was 
available, but later on for each semester, a Detailed Walks list was created for the 
Easy group and one for the Moderate group.  
 
Along with Tony, there have been many members who contributed in various ways to 
this document. Tony, the main contributor, continues to update and manage this 
Master Detailed Walks document. 
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Easy Walking Group formation  
 
In May 2003 there was some initial discussion about developing more opportunities 
for the Easy walkers. But it was felt by the membership that there was enough  
variety, so no changes were made. The issue was raised again in 2005. 
 

Then in May 2007 a Wednesday program of easy walks was developed in tandem of 
the regular schedule. This program was called the Alternative Walks program or the 
‘Breakaway Group’. A sub-committee was formed to look at what easy walks would 
be suitable. Appendix 4 has an example of a Breakaway group program. 
 

From 2007 to 2009 a program of easy/alternate walks was organised for every  

second Wednesday to coincide with the more challenging walks scheduled. Alice 
Ley was the mainstay of this group, and an active participant since the mid 1990s.  
 

In December 2009 it was decided to go back to having just one program. This  
program would aim to cover the walking requirement of all members. 
 
Then in November 2012 the discussion started again in relation to there not being 
sufficient walks for those members who would like to do easy walks. This was 
brought into focus by the fact that there were more moderate than easy walks being 
trialed and added to the program. 
 
A subcommittee of Jill Nicholls and Gail Pensini was established in 2013 to look at 
what walks could be modified. These walks, known as Easy Alternative continue to 
be included in the current program.  
 
In 2014 some Wednesdays and Fridays had two walks programmed in the same  
area, one a moderate, the other an easy alternative.  In 2015 a trial of having all 
three days with both Easy/Alternate and Moderate and a ‘Combined’ day (Easy walk 
only) every second week was undertaken. It was always the aim to maintain a  
connection between the two groups. It was at this time that Vera Snelders took on 
the role as the Easy Group Liaison.  
 
In May 2015, following the results of the questionnaire, which found the membership 
wanted to have two groups, the Easy Group was formed. The Group numbers were 
sufficient to support two groups. From 2016 the two groups have been included on 
the one program. It has been very successful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Easy Walks (sometimes referred to as Alternative Walks) 
 By Jill Nicholls 
 
In the latter half of 2013 health issues for Gail Pensini and I prompted a push for more easy walks and greater 
choice for those wanting easy, moderate and more challenging walks.  
In 2014 with Vera Snelders strong support along with Sue Burns and Nancy LaMotte, a second set of “easy” walks 
was proposed for Wednesdays and Fridays to be at the same time as the moderate walks. The proposal was  
accepted and a set of “easy” walks was developed. 
 
To ensure the new system, Easy and Moderate walks on the same day, was workable, there were several  
requirements needed. The most important was that there should be days of combined walks, easy walks and mod-
erate walks, so that everybody retained contact with the group as a whole. 
 
In July 2015 with the support of Roger Clifford, organiser of the moderate walks and Vera Snelders, the main  
contact for the easy walks, this new and highly successful system began. 
 
Unfortunately for me I was no longer able to keep up with even the easy walkers and so I have become and remain 
a social member since 2015. 
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Skenes Creek, Great 
Ocean Walk 2011 

 
Weekend Walks 
 
In October 2003, the Weekend Walks sub-committee was established, with the first 
committee members being Alice Ley, Jill Nicholls, Pamela Copley and Helen Fine.  
The first of the monthly weekend walks was organised that same year: a walk to 
Angahook, near Aireys Inlet.  
 
The idea has always been to go to a location away 
from Eltham or a walk that is longer than the  
normal two hours. Weekend walks have  
always been once a month and although  
initially, weekend walks were held on either a  
Saturday or Sunday, over time Saturday walks  
became the norm. 
 
 
The weekend walks sub-committee continued to coordinate the  
program until 2007 when a coordinator position was proposed, and  
Stephen Lavender filled the role. This new role also included facilitating regional and 
interstate trips. In 2018 Wilma Waters took over the coordination of these walks. 
Over the years, 168 weekend one day walks have been undertaken.  
Refer to appendix 5. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regional overnight trips and base camps 
 
The first weekend away was in February 2004 to Phillip Island 
(Cape Woolamai and Churchill Island) – staying at a caravan park. 
 
Memories of the weekend are a bit hazy – it is a long time ago and there have been 
many walks in between! (this comment came from not one but two members) 
 
What has been remembered was that it was wonderful to have an opportunity to 
have extended walks and meals together and evenings of great conversations. 
 
Refer to Appendix 6. 

 

Angahook, near Aireys Inlet 
2003 
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Interstate Trips 
 
The first interstate trip was to Tasmania, March 2009, for seven days. Here is now 
Tony Stutterd remembers the week: 
 
Barbara Kidgell, Pamela Copley, Jan Harvey, Gail Pensini and Tony Stutterd: five 
people travelling together for a week, with the one thing they had in common being 
that they belonged to the Eltham & Environs Walking Group, EEWG. Who had the 
idea of going further afield is unclear but it may have arisen from weekends away in 
preceding years. What is remembered is that Ruth Seidler and Stephen Lavender 
had stayed at a very smart boutique guest house in Mole Creek, Tasmania, and  
enthused about it on their return.  
 
On 11 March 2009, the 5 above named flew to Launceston, picked up a car and 
drove to Mole Creek. It was a beautiful calm day, and, yes, the guest house was very 
fine, with wonderful meals, as well as comfortable rooms.  
Next day, the group travelled to the Western Tiers to do a quite challenging walk to 
Oxley Falls, and the following day some undertook a 14km walk in the Cradle  
Mountain area. Negotiating the many steps and tree roots demanded concentration, 
such that we were quite exhausted on the drive back. Not so  
Barbara, who wisely had opted out of the walk 
mid-morning. When conversation waned in the 
car, Barbara sang us Wiggles songs, which led 
to me threatening her with all manner of dire 
consequences if she didn’t desist.  
The trip included Liffey Falls near Launceston, 
en route to Coles Bay. Already occupying the 
pavilion where we lunched were 4 men from 
Saudi Arabia, taking a break from studies in 
Hobart. To our surprise, the men were busy 
preparing an elaborate lunch, while their part-
ners went to admire the falls. I think it was partway through 
their preparation, that at a particular time they set aside time to pray. We enjoyed 
wonderful conversation with the men.  This was one of those  
serendipitous occasions where spontaneity usurped the planned event. 
 
We moved to Coles Bay, with walks that included in one circuit Wineglass Bay on the 
Freycinet Peninsula. Perhaps the highlight of the final days was the hike along the 

Philip Island 
2004 
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boardwalks across and through the windswept and knotty vegetation high up in the 
Mt Field National Park. However, our superb base near Austin’s Ferry, a 15 minute 
drive N of Hobart, abutted the Derwent River, and I recall we were reluctant each 
morning to leave it. The success of our Tasmanian venture immediately led to plans 
for further and more distant travels. 
 
We knew before we started that we had the common interest in walking. What this 
journey had shown was that we could get along well together if we had an itinerary, 
however rudimentary, worked out in advance, and if we gave ourselves sufficient 
creature comforts such that we were well fed (with a mix of  self-catering and restau-
rants), and a comfortable bed. Travelling in this way, as many of us have discovered, 
can lead to enduring friendships.  
 

Refer to Appendix 7 for the list of interstate walks. 
 
Overseas Travels 
 
The first overseas trip was in September 2011, 
walking for three weeks in England – the Lake 
District, Chiltern Ridgeway and Cornwall.  
 
Here are Pamela Copley’s reflections: 
 
The group: Tony Stutterd, Helen and Bert 
Fine, Gail Pensini and Pamela Copley.  
 
We stayed in a lovely house just  
outside the official Lake District. Beautiful 
scenery. Only one day of rain was very heavy while 
in the Lake District. The ground appeared to move and Tony 
was blown over! 
 
In the Chiltern’s one of the highlights was picking blackberries and eating them for 
lunch. The Ridge walk was great. Both Tony and I had camera problems. 
 
In Cornwall there was again heavy rain to walk in. The performance of Pirates of 
Penzance was a highlight.   
 

Appendix 8 lists the overseas trips taken by EEWG members. 
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EEWG - AND ALSO 

 
Membership profile, development and support  

In 2000, EEWG started with 28 members and has grown to over 100 members. 

Members came from 7 postcode areas in 2000: 18 members lived in Eltham, with the 
furthest members travelling from Mill Park. 

The number living in the Eltham area remained fairly consistent until 2017, when it 
jumped to 34 members. The number of postcode areas also remained consistent 
around: 13 areas until 2017, when it increased to 28 areas. 

In 2000 there was one male member -Tony Stutterd. This number only grew slightly 
until 2007, when the numbers of men to women jumped to 30%. This percentage has 
remained between 23 to 30% each year since. 

In the earlier years, most of the husbands and partners were working. When the   
opportunity for weekend walks began (2003), the number of male members           
increased. 

Some members travel quite long distances to walk with EEWG. Kaye McRae was the 
first Yarra Glen member, joining in 2011. Over the years the numbers from this area 
have fluctuated from four to seven members. Currently there are four. A couple of our    
regular walkers come from Vermont and Mernda, 18km from Eltham. 

It is clear that having a website made an enormous difference to the number of  
enquiries - and consequently members. Not all enquiries resulted in members but it 
made it easier for anyone to find out about EEWG. 
 
Other promotion came from Nillumbik Shire Council referrals and their newsletters, 
leaflets (2007) and a listing in the Eltham Town directory. In 2006, Helen Fine did a 
presentation at the library. Refer to Appendix 9. 
 
In 2011 an Enrolment officer was appointed, this position then became the  
membership secretary. Prior to this the Secretary answered enquires about the 
Group, met with potential new members on their trial walks, and handled enrolments. 
 
Ruth Seidler and Mark Watson have been instrumental in the Membership Secretary 
role. They have provided a contact point for new members to ask questions and learn 
about how the club works. They also introduce the new member and make sure they 
feel welcome. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

In 2019, the average age 
of our membership was 62 
with over 50 members in 
the 60 to 70 age group. 
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Technology 
 
EEWG, whilst a “mature” group, has not been left behind technologically. In 2000 

two members had mobile phone numbers on the members’ list, and schedules were 
photocopied and handed out, and posted to members.  

 

In 2004, of 34 members, 11 had mobiles but no email addresses. By 2011 all  

members had mobile phones and email addresses.  

 
In November 2010, Ruth Seidler asked the Committee to investigate setting up a 
website. Bert Fine made the initial enquiries. Around this time, Bushwalking Victoria 
(BWV) offered clubs the opportunity to set up their own club website, with BWV as 
host.  
 
In August 2011 it was agreed to set up a website on the BWV site. BWV had agreed 
to set up an EEWG domain name, host the site for two years at no cost, and also to 
provide assistance in posting material using a simple template and access to the  
required software to maintain the site. A sub-committee was established to undertake 
this task, and by late 2011 the material for the website was developed and approved. 
 

By May 2012 EEWG had an email address and, largely due to the efforts of Ruth 

Seidler, Helen and Bert Fine and Mary Yaxley, the new website was up and  

running. Helen Fine and Ruth undertook the administration of the site and it  

became the main source of member information.  
 

In 2016, with the demand for greater technical ability than could be found within 

the group, and with difficulties being experienced with the BWV site, the decision 

was made to move to a new host. EEWG retained its domain name, and a new 

format and content were developed and tested. In June 2017, the current site was 

made available to members and it continues to evolve and become more user 

friendly. By July 2017 approximately 75% of members had logged in at least once 

to the website, where information, forms and photos were now easily accessed. 

 

In 2020 mobile phones and texting are the norm, email our primary  

communication tool, and our website the primary information source!   

 

That said, EEWG has resisted the introduction of name tags for members and  

visitors, with a preference for extending friendship, talking to members and  

visitors, and reintroducing walkers as we enjoy our time together.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 
Here is a little anecdote you may not have heard  
 
Our brand new website drew the immediate attention of quite a number of people. One 
woman from Eltham was keen to join us asking for more information. When Tony (then 
Secretary) rang her back to tell her we were in Australia she was most  
surprised. She had enquired from Eltham, England!!! 
 
Cheers  
Bert (then President) 
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Carpooling 
 

Initially in 2004, members wanting to carpool, contacted other members and made 
their own arrangements. Carpooling at that time was from the Eltham library. In 2006, 
parking difficulties at Warrandyte State Park prompted discussion of formalising  
carpooling.  
 
Discussion continued through to 2007, when the suggestion to note in the program 
that for some walks “carpooling recommended for this walk” was accepted. 
 
Ruth Seidler persisted in taking forward the discussion of carpooling and from 2012 
any walk beyond Kangaroo Ground would carpool from the Eltham Little Theatre, 
while those to the west of Eltham from Eltham Lower Park. In 2013 an additional  
carpooling location, Civic Drive, Greensborough was agreed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Helping to keeping us safe 
 

Three first aid kits were purchased in August 2006. These were carried by nominated 
members until September 2008, when it was agreed that every member needed to 
carry their own basic first aid provisions. 
 
A bulk order for snake bite bandages occurred in November 2010 and in 2019  
members were again encouraged to have a snake bite bandage with them.  
Fortunately, we have not had to put them to use! 
 
In 2018, EEWG adopted the Walking Protocols document which outlines the basic 
rules and procedures. These include emergency guidelines for days of Total Fire Ban 
and days where the temperature is forecasted for over 35 degrees and other risk 
management protocols. The Walking Protocols document is the result of  
numerous discussions and earlier rules from within the group. 
 
In 2018 three Personal Locator Beacons (PLB) were purchased using a grant from 
the Nillumbik Shire Council. One is carried by a representative of the Moderate 
group, one by the Easy group, and the other held by the Saturday walks Coordinator. 
The latter one can also be used on regional trips. Two large first aid kits were also 
purchased and are carried in the car by representatives of the Moderate and Easy 
Groups. 
  

 

Red Hill Rail Trail 
2006 
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EEWG – OUR COMMITTEES 

 
We are very fortunate to have a complete record of all our meetings. They make 
some very interesting reading, even at times very humorous! 
 
There have been a small number of members who find ‘rules’ interesting! Vera 
Snelders, Roger Clifford and Helen Boak are three. Vera maintained an overall list of 
decisions made by the Group with an emphasis on risk management; Roger and 
Helen developed the EEWG rules for Incorporation purposes.  Also various members 
were involved in developing the Walking Protocols and Committee position roles and 
responsibilities. 
 
The other roles include Website Administrator, Membership Secretary, Social  
Secretary, Easy Group Liaison, Moderate Group Liaison, Weekend and Further 
Afield Coordinator, and more recently the formal recognition of the Database  
Manager, Walks Details Manager and the Walks Details Publisher. 
 
Although the weekly walks and adventures further afield remain fairly informal there 
have been and continues to be members who have “kept an eye” on the more formal 
aspects of the Group. Our many thanks go to these individuals. 
 
The first recorded minutes of EEWG are included in Appendix 2.  
A list of each year’s president, secretary and treasurer, along with some great  
photographs are located in Appendix 10. 
  
Sub-committees 
 
Over the years, there have been a number of sub-committees. Some were set up to 
undertake a particular task. Once the task was completed the sub-committee ceased.  
 
Some of those sub-committees include: 

 Weekend Walks: October 2003 – August 2011 

 Maps: May 2006 – August 2006 

 Review of Walks: Early 2007  

 Easy Walks from Eltham library: August 2007 

 Detailed Description of Walks: May 2010 – May 2011 

 Modifying Easy walks to create Easy Alternate walks: May 2013 – 2015 

 Website development for Bushwalking Victoria: August 2011 – May 2012 

 Walks review for modification of walks: May 2017 

 Steepness and surface ratings: February 2019 

  

 

Oh no,   
more rules! 
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The three sub-committees listed below are the ones that are central to the on-going 
success of EEWG: 
 
Planning Sub-committee  
In April 2008, a sub-committee was established to oversee the weekly program. Its 
first priority was to start a Wednesday fortnightly walk that combined both Groups. 
This is now known as the ‘Combined walk’. This sub-committee created a draft  
program for consideration at the Planning meeting, as well as discussed possible 
new walks, issues with current walks and amendments. This sub-committee became 
the Planning Meeting group.  
 
Walks Program Sub-Committee 
In September 2018, the sub-committee was re-established under a new name. Its 
role is to discuss and recommend changes to walks; approve new walks; discuss and 
undertake changes to the systems and documentation associated to the weekly, 
Saturday and ‘Walks Further Afield’ programs. The sub-committee also reviews and 
recommends changes to EEWG Walking Protocols and EEWG Rules. These  
discussions and recommendations are taken into consideration when the draft 
schedule is done at the subsequent Planning Meeting. 
 

Easy Walking Group Planning Sub-Committee 
Over the years a small group of members worked to ensure that the ‘Easy’ walkers 
had a variety of walks. The group or individual was also involved in the allocation of 
Easy and Easy Alternative walks for the schedule.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meetings  
 
Until 2005, all EEWG meetings were held in the homes of various group members. 
This continued until 2005, when the offices of Steve Herbert MLA hosted an EEWG  
AGM. Steve Herbert’s Office continued to host the AGMs until 2013. 
In 2015, both the AGM and Special General Meetings were held in various venues 
other than members’ homes. Since 2016, all such meetings have been held in the 
meeting room of Parks Victoria in Westerfolds Park.  
 
One meeting went for a total of 7 minutes. It was to elect the President and Secretary 
and was held in a Westerfolds car park! 
 
As a tradition, meetings involve sharing a ‘plate’ and a chance to catch up. 
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Social Events 

 

Members have always enjoyed the social aspect of the Group. An opportunity to 

have coffee (effectively, after every walk) or lunch (occasionally) is met with  

enthusiasm.  

 

Over the years, cumulatively there have been many lunches, visits to wineries, 

gardens, even art galleries, and the occasional attendance at the Eltham Little  

Theatre. 

 

In 2013, in support of the group’s desire to get together to talk and share, Ian 

Burns continued the development of the list of coffee locations, and Sue Burns  

volunteered to take on the new role of Social Secretary, which would include  

advice regarding any members who were unwell or hospitalised.   

 

Special birthday lunches are a continuing celebration at EEWG, as is each year’s 

Christmas lunch celebration. 

 

In 2013, Gail Pensini introduced the idea of annual collections for Christmas  

hampers; this was quickly picked up and supported. That first year saw our  

hamper go to refugee families within our community. Subsequent years saw  

hampers going to The Salvation Army. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mt Beckworth 2008 

Barwon River 
2019 
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EEWG – OUR SUCCESS 

 

EEWG has been harmonious and successful, thanks to contributions of all its 

members who have each played various roles over the years.  

 

In return, members have improved fitness, enjoyed good company,  

celebrated with fellow walkers and acquired exhaustive knowledge of cafes and 

walks in Eltham and further afield.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Trentham Rail Trail 
2005 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the details in this booklet 
are an accurate reflection of EEWG’s history.  
 
We apologise for any mistakes and ask that if you have a correction, 
please email the details to the Secretary.    
      Thank you 


